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The Easy Way to Bulk up and Burn Fat Fast!If you want to learn how to create healthy, delicious
and nutritious meals that are specially designed to build muscle, burn fat and save time, then
THE BODYBUILDING COOKBOOK is your answer!Every serious athlete knows that your
nutrition is the most crucial part of building a lean, muscular and strong physique and can either
make or break the results you see in the gym. However cooking can easily become a chore,
especially when all you have to look forward to is the same bland, boring and tasteless meals
that the fitness and bodybuilding community claim you have to eat to be successful…We all
know those meals…Boiled chicken breastBaked potatoesBroccoli…It takes the willpower of a
saint to be able to live on these and this is why so many people fail!With The Bodybuilding
Cookbook, you’ll never have to be frustrated with your diet again. You’ll learn how to cook
healthy, tasty, quick and easy meals that will build quality lean muscle mass, burn fat fast and
won’t cost you an arm and a leg!And these recipes aren’t just a slight upgrade to familiar
bodybuilding meals like you’d find in most health and fitness cookbooks e.g. coating your
already bland chicken with some equally bland salsa sauce. These recipes are so delicious your
taste buds will believe you’re in a 5 star restaurant!The Bodybuilding Cookbook includes…•9
mouth-watering breakfast meals like my Brawny Breakfast Burrito, Banana and Almond Muscle
Oatmeal, Power Protein Waffles and Turkey Muscle Omelette. They will kick-start your engine
and ensure you start off the day as you mean to go on!•18 succulent and delicious chicken and
poultry recipes like my Muscle Moroccan Chicken Casserole, Turkey Meatball Fiesta, Anabolic
Ratatouille Chicken, Aesthetic Tomato and Olive Pan-Fried Chicken and Chicken Brawn Burger.
Say bye bye to boiled bland chicken. These meals will ensure that your body has no choice but
to burn fat and build muscle!•15 tasty and nutritious red meat and pork recipes like my Power
Pork Fruit Tray, Brawny Beef Fajitas, Bulk-Up Lamb Curry & Peanut Stew, Anabolic Pork Soup
and Oriental Beef Muscle Stir-Fry. These protein packed recipes will keep you anabolic, building
muscle and shredding fat!•15 gourmet fish and seafood recipes like my Protein Packed Paella,
Brawny Baked Haddock with Spinach and Pea Risotto, Workout Fish and Muscle Mackerel and
Spicy Couscous!•10 healthy, delicious protein packed salads like my Sizzling Salmon Salad,
Mediterranean Super Salad, Muscle Building Steak & Cheese Salad and more. Who said salads
were boring!•13 tasty homemade protein shakes like my Chocolate Peanut Delight, Blackberry
Brawn, Caribbean Crush, Cinnamon Surprise and my personal delicious Mass Gainer.•And
much, much more…Get your Copy Right Now and Lets Get Cooking!

'...a veritable treasure trove of current thinking and best practices that could provide a significant
benefit to an operational environment...covers a very important subject in a splendid manner.
Industry professionals involved in this activity may gain a significant benefit through this book.’



M2 Best Books ’...the editors and the authors are to be commended for producing a well thought
out book that is a fine example of a cohesive international effort.’ Aviation, Space and
Environmental Medicine
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of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other non-commercial uses permitted
by copyright law.Legal DisclaimerThe information in the book is for educational purposes only. It
is not medical advice and is not intended to replace the advice or attention of health-care
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PARFAITCONVERSION CHARTSBONUS CONTENT: THE FAST AND FRESH
BODYBUILDING COOKBOOK MEAL PLANS (100% FREE)WELCOME.First off, I’d like to thank
you for purchasing my book - The Bodybuilding Cookbook. Within the following pages lies your
complete nutritional toolkit for creating tasty muscle building meals that can be used to build
muscle and burn fat!Eating the right kind of foods is vital for anyone who wants to build muscle
or get lean but it doesn’t mean it has to be boring. So many athletes subject themselves to dull,
bland meals, which becomes tedious, dull and repetitive over time. I created this book to teach
you that it doesn’t have to be that way. In this cookbook, you will find 100 delicious, mouth-
watering ways to build muscle and burn fat.Every recipe is easy to follow and easy to prepare.
Each recipe also includes the exact amount of calories and the amount of protein,
carbohydrates and fats you will get from each serving. The more higher calorie meals will be
better suited to someone looking to build muscle and the lower calorie meals will be better
suited to someone looking to burn fat. You won’t need much equipment to make these recipes,
at most a blender and a few pots and pans.Without further ado, grab your apron and let’s get
cooking!Enjoy your meals,Jason FarleyCHAPTER 1: MUSCLE IS WON OR LOST IN THE
KITCHENMany experts feel that your nutritional habits make for up to 80% of the way your body
looks. Every drip of sweat and effort you exude in the gym is wasted if your nutrition is not on
point. If you want to build a substantial amount of muscle and strength or lose fat then you must
fuel your body accordingly.EATING FOR MUSCLETo build muscle, you need to take in an
excess of calories with the right nutrients to grow. If you don’t eat enough, your body won’t be
able to fully repair the damage you cause by lifting weights, triggering you to plateau or even



worse, lose muscle. However don’t make the mistake most gym rats make by eating everything
in sight, from pizzas to pop-tarts, as this is extremely unhealthy in the long-term. As you’ll see
from the upcoming recipes, eating the right foods doesn’t have to be boring, bland or time–
consuming.EATING TO SHREDTo lose fat, you need to take in fewer calories than you expend.
Again if you don’t take in the right nutrients and foods, you will lose muscle. Losing fat generally
requires you to be more precise which leads to many adopting the “Chicken, Rice and Broccoli
diet,” which is incredible boring, bland and usually leads to many people failing.I created these
recipes to escape the tedious, boring diets that many gym-goers subject themselves to and to
finally make dieting enjoyable.CHAPTER 2: THE FUNDAMENTAL PILLARS OF A MUSCLE
BUILDING/FAT BURNING DIETBefore you ask, you won’t need to be a qualified nutritionist to
create your perfect diet. You just need to understand a few simple things:1. What Protein,
Carbohydrates and Fats are and what they’re used for.2. How much you need of each and what
foods you’ll get them from.3. How many calories you need to achieve your goals of either
building muscle or burning fat.WHAT IS PROTEIN?Protein is used by your body for a number of
processes from enzyme and hormone production to ensuring your immune system is working
optimally. The reason why protein is so important in a muscle building diet is because protein is
absolutely critical for muscle growth and repair. Working out and ‘tearing down muscle’
increases your body’s demand for protein. As you build more and more muscle, the more protein
your body will require to repair, grow and maintain that muscle. If you don’t supply your body with
enough protein, it will take it from your muscles causing muscle breakdown. Making sure you get
enough protein is therefore of upmost importance in planning your diet.WHAT ARE
CARBOHYDRATES?Carbohydrates get converted into glucose and then are used by your body
for energy. There are two types of carbohydrates - simple and complex. Simple carbohydrates
are foods like fruit, white rice and sugar. Complex carbohydrates are foods like sweet potatoes,
brown rice and vegetables. Complex carbohydrates tend to be thought of as the better of the
two. The difference between these types of carbohydrates is how long it takes the body to
convert them into glucose. Simple carbohydrates are converted by your body quickly making
them great for a fast source of energy however there is usually a fast decline after. It takes your
body a lot longer to convert complex carbohydrates into glucose making them a much more
sustaining source of energy. The reason so many people are afraid of carbohydrates is because
whatever your body doesn’t use gets moved into your fat stores. Carbohydrates however are not
the enemy and are vital for your success.WHAT ARE FATS?Fats are vital for many of your bodily
functions. They are needed for the production of many hormones in your body and they also
help keep your brain and nervous system running optimally. They are also the most calorically
dense out of the three macronutrients – every gram of fat contains 9 calories!There are four
types of fat: Monounsaturated, Polyunsaturated, Saturated andTrans-fatty acids. The only one
you need to avoid is Trans-Fatty acids. These are fats that have been modified in a lab to ensure
a longer shelf life. The body does not know what to do with them and therefore they can get into
your cells and cause damage. They’re most commonly found in packaged meals and used in



many fried foods.How much do you need of each?Well that depends on your goals!TO BUILD
MUSCLE, A GOOD PLACE TO START FROM IS:Protein = 1.5 grams per pound of
bodyweightCarbohydrates = 2 grams per pound of bodyweightFats = 0.5 grams per pound of
bodyweightYou want to be gaining about 0.5 – 1 pound a week. Any more than that and you will
be gaining too much fat. If you find you aren’t gaining weight, increase your calories by around
100-200 calories each week until you reach the sweet spot. Alternatively if you’re gaining too
much, then you want to reduce your calories by around 100 – 200 each week.TO MAINTAIN
MUSCLE, A GOOD PLACE TO START FROM IS:Protein= 1 gram per pound of
bodyweightCarbohydrates = 1 gram per pound of bodyweightFats = 0.5 grams per pound of
bodyweightTO LOSE WEIGHT, A GOOD PLACE TO START FROM IS:Protein = 2 grams per
pound of bodyweightCarbohydrates = 0.5 grams per pound of bodyweightFats = 1 gram per
pound of bodyweightYou want to be losing about 1 – 2 pound a week. Any more than that and
you risk losing that hard earned muscle. If you find you aren’t losing weight, decrease your
calories by around 100-200 calories each week until you reach the sweet spot. Alternatively if
you’re losing too much, then you want to increase your calories by around 100 – 200 each
week.CHAPTER 3: THE TOP COMMANDMENTS OF GOOD NUTRITIONWhat you put into
your body will either make or break the results you get in the gym. These are rules you must live
by if you want to be successful in your muscle building and fat loss pursuits.1. HAVE PROTEIN
WITH EVERY MEALProtein is vital to your success if building or maintaining muscle mass is
your goal. Aim to have a least 1 source of quality protein with every meal. At a minimum, you
must aim for at least 1 pound of protein per pound of bodyweight.2. THERE MUST BE GREEN
ON THE PLATEVegetables contain so many essential nutrients that you simply can’t get
anywhere else. Aim to have at least 1 serving of vegetables with every meal.3. FAT IS NOT
EVILLet’s get one thing straight; fat will not make you fat. If you want to build muscle and burn fat,
it’s vital that you get enough. As we’ve established, healthy fats are needed for the production of
many hormones in your body including testosterone. The only fats you need to avoid are trans
fats.4. DON’T RELY ON SUPPLEMENTS, EAT ‘REAL’ FOODSupplements are meant to
supplement your diet not make up the bulk of it. Aim to have at least 70% of your diet come from
‘real’ food.5. STICK TO SLOW DIGESTING CARBS MOST OF THE TIME (EXCEPT AROUND
YOUR WORKOUTS)Slow digesting carbohydrates ensure a steady supply of energy and have
less of an impact on your blood sugar levels. Regular consumption of fast digesting carbs has
been linked to an increased risk of diabetes, heart disease and obesity. However after training,
you want to replace your depleted glycogen stores quickly as this can prevent your body
becoming catabolic and keep you in a “muscle building” state. This is why you would want to
consume a fast digesting carbohydrate after your workout.6. DRINK WATER AND LOTS OF ITIt
is absolutely essential to drink enough water. When you don’t get enough, performance can be
severely affected. Therefore try to get in about 3 – 4 litres of pure, clean water per day.Okay so
now you know the science, let’s get cooking!CHAPTER 4: BREAKFASTMASS BUILDING
SWEET POTATO PANCAKESStart your day with this quick and easy, delicious protein packed



pancake recipe. It contains all the right ingredients to keep you going and more than enough
protein for your muscles to feast on!Nutritional valueCalories per serving: 451,Protein: 38gCarbs:
74gFat: 9gIngredients• 1 medium sized sweet potato• 1 egg• 4 egg whites• 100g fat-free Greek
yogurt• 40g of oats• 1 tsp cinnamon• 1 tsp vanilla extract• 1 tsp of honey• Handful of diced
strawberries• Handful of blueberriesHow to make:Rinse sweet potato under cold water for a
couple of seconds and then pierce it with a fork several times and place it in the microwave until
soft (about 8 minutes).After let it cool down before removing all skin with a knife.Put the oats into
a blender and blend until they are a fine powder, then place into a bowl.Place the sweet potato in
the blender and blend until smooth, and then mix with the powdered oats.Add the egg, egg
whites, vanilla, cinnamon, honey and yogurt and stir well. This is now your pancake batter.Spray
a pan with cooking spray and place over medium heat. Pour roughly a quarter of the batter into
the pan and cook for 1-2 minutes.Flip the pancake and cook for another 30 seconds. Once
done, remove your tasty pancake and top with the berries. Use the same method for the rest of
your batter.BRAWNY BREAKFAST BURRITOAdd a bit spice to your life with this Mexican
inspired burrito. Contains great sources of protein, healthy fats and fibre to ensure you’re
building muscle the lean way.Nutritional valueCalories per serving: 302Protein: 25gCarbs:
19gFat: 16gIngredients• 2 eggs• 50ml of low fat milk• 25g of black beans• 50g of low fat cheese•
Handful of chopped red peppers• 1 tsp of chopped coriander• 1 tbsp of salsa• ½ tsp of
cuminHow to make:Add the milk, eggs and cumin to a bowl and whisk together.Spray pan with
cooking spray and place over medium heat. Add the mixture to the pan.After roughly 2 – 3
minutes, add the low fat cheese, chopped red peppers and black beans to the omelette.Once
added fold the omelette in half and let it cook through (1-2 minutes).Remove from pan and serve
with the salsa and coriander.SUPER SCRAMBLED TURKEY BACON EGGS ON TOASTMix up
your boring egg based breakfasts with this delicious recipe. Eggs are a great source of complete
protein as they contain all eight amino acids.Nutritional value(Serves 2)Calories per serving:
299Protein: 22gCarbs: 35gFat: 8gIngredients• 6 egg whites• 3 slices of turkey bacon• 2 slices of
Ezekiel or wholemeal bread• Handful of chopped onion• Handful of chopped yellow peppers•
Handful of chopped white mushrooms• 1 tsp of garlic powder• 1 tsp of dried parsley• 1 tsp of
olive oilHow to make:Spray pan with cooking spray and place over medium/high heat. Add the
chopped onions, chopped yellow peppers and white mushrooms and cook until soft.In a
different pan, cook the turkey bacon.Add the egg whites and garlic powder to the pan with the
veggies and 1tsp of olive oil and scramble until the eggs become firm.Toast the Ezekiel
bread.Break up the turkey bacon and add to the scrambled eggsPlate up and serve scrambled
eggs and turkey bacon on bread, sprinkled with the fresh parsley.Add salt and pepper as
required.CopyrightAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed,
or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other
electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in
the case of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other non-commercial uses
permitted by copyright law.Legal DisclaimerThe information in the book is for educational



purposes only. It is not medical advice and is not intended to replace the advice or attention of
health-care professionals. Consult your physician before beginning or making any changes in
your diet or exercise program. Specific medical advice should be obtained from a licensed
health-care practitioner.Jason Farley and his associates will not assume any liability, nor be held
responsible for any injury, illness or personal loss due to the utilization of any information
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CONTENT: THE FAST AND FRESH BODYBUILDING COOKBOOK MEAL PLANS (100%
FREE)WELCOME.First off, I’d like to thank you for purchasing my book - The Bodybuilding
Cookbook. Within the following pages lies your complete nutritional toolkit for creating tasty
muscle building meals that can be used to build muscle and burn fat!Eating the right kind of
foods is vital for anyone who wants to build muscle or get lean but it doesn’t mean it has to be
boring. So many athletes subject themselves to dull, bland meals, which becomes tedious, dull
and repetitive over time. I created this book to teach you that it doesn’t have to be that way. In
this cookbook, you will find 100 delicious, mouth-watering ways to build muscle and burn
fat.Every recipe is easy to follow and easy to prepare. Each recipe also includes the exact
amount of calories and the amount of protein, carbohydrates and fats you will get from each



serving. The more higher calorie meals will be better suited to someone looking to build muscle
and the lower calorie meals will be better suited to someone looking to burn fat. You won’t need
much equipment to make these recipes, at most a blender and a few pots and pans.Without
further ado, grab your apron and let’s get cooking!Enjoy your meals,Jason
FarleyWELCOME.First off, I’d like to thank you for purchasing my book - The Bodybuilding
Cookbook. Within the following pages lies your complete nutritional toolkit for creating tasty
muscle building meals that can be used to build muscle and burn fat!Eating the right kind of
foods is vital for anyone who wants to build muscle or get lean but it doesn’t mean it has to be
boring. So many athletes subject themselves to dull, bland meals, which becomes tedious, dull
and repetitive over time. I created this book to teach you that it doesn’t have to be that way. In
this cookbook, you will find 100 delicious, mouth-watering ways to build muscle and burn
fat.Every recipe is easy to follow and easy to prepare. Each recipe also includes the exact
amount of calories and the amount of protein, carbohydrates and fats you will get from each
serving. The more higher calorie meals will be better suited to someone looking to build muscle
and the lower calorie meals will be better suited to someone looking to burn fat. You won’t need
much equipment to make these recipes, at most a blender and a few pots and pans.Without
further ado, grab your apron and let’s get cooking!Enjoy your meals,Jason FarleyCHAPTER 1:
MUSCLE IS WON OR LOST IN THE KITCHENMany experts feel that your nutritional habits
make for up to 80% of the way your body looks. Every drip of sweat and effort you exude in the
gym is wasted if your nutrition is not on point. If you want to build a substantial amount of muscle
and strength or lose fat then you must fuel your body accordingly.EATING FOR MUSCLETo
build muscle, you need to take in an excess of calories with the right nutrients to grow. If you
don’t eat enough, your body won’t be able to fully repair the damage you cause by lifting
weights, triggering you to plateau or even worse, lose muscle. However don’t make the mistake
most gym rats make by eating everything in sight, from pizzas to pop-tarts, as this is extremely
unhealthy in the long-term. As you’ll see from the upcoming recipes, eating the right foods
doesn’t have to be boring, bland or time–consuming.EATING TO SHREDTo lose fat, you need to
take in fewer calories than you expend. Again if you don’t take in the right nutrients and foods,
you will lose muscle. Losing fat generally requires you to be more precise which leads to many
adopting the “Chicken, Rice and Broccoli diet,” which is incredible boring, bland and usually
leads to many people failing.I created these recipes to escape the tedious, boring diets that
many gym-goers subject themselves to and to finally make dieting enjoyable.CHAPTER 1:
MUSCLE IS WON OR LOST IN THE KITCHENMany experts feel that your nutritional habits
make for up to 80% of the way your body looks. Every drip of sweat and effort you exude in the
gym is wasted if your nutrition is not on point. If you want to build a substantial amount of muscle
and strength or lose fat then you must fuel your body accordingly.EATING FOR MUSCLETo
build muscle, you need to take in an excess of calories with the right nutrients to grow. If you
don’t eat enough, your body won’t be able to fully repair the damage you cause by lifting
weights, triggering you to plateau or even worse, lose muscle. However don’t make the mistake



most gym rats make by eating everything in sight, from pizzas to pop-tarts, as this is extremely
unhealthy in the long-term. As you’ll see from the upcoming recipes, eating the right foods
doesn’t have to be boring, bland or time–consuming.EATING TO SHREDTo lose fat, you need to
take in fewer calories than you expend. Again if you don’t take in the right nutrients and foods,
you will lose muscle. Losing fat generally requires you to be more precise which leads to many
adopting the “Chicken, Rice and Broccoli diet,” which is incredible boring, bland and usually
leads to many people failing.I created these recipes to escape the tedious, boring diets that
many gym-goers subject themselves to and to finally make dieting enjoyable.CHAPTER 2: THE
FUNDAMENTAL PILLARS OF A MUSCLE BUILDING/FAT BURNING DIETBefore you ask, you
won’t need to be a qualified nutritionist to create your perfect diet. You just need to understand a
few simple things:1. What Protein, Carbohydrates and Fats are and what they’re used for.2. How
much you need of each and what foods you’ll get them from.3. How many calories you need to
achieve your goals of either building muscle or burning fat.WHAT IS PROTEIN?Protein is used
by your body for a number of processes from enzyme and hormone production to ensuring your
immune system is working optimally. The reason why protein is so important in a muscle building
diet is because protein is absolutely critical for muscle growth and repair. Working out and
‘tearing down muscle’ increases your body’s demand for protein. As you build more and more
muscle, the more protein your body will require to repair, grow and maintain that muscle. If you
don’t supply your body with enough protein, it will take it from your muscles causing muscle
breakdown. Making sure you get enough protein is therefore of upmost importance in planning
your diet.WHAT ARE CARBOHYDRATES?Carbohydrates get converted into glucose and then
are used by your body for energy. There are two types of carbohydrates - simple and complex.
Simple carbohydrates are foods like fruit, white rice and sugar. Complex carbohydrates are
foods like sweet potatoes, brown rice and vegetables. Complex carbohydrates tend to be
thought of as the better of the two. The difference between these types of carbohydrates is how
long it takes the body to convert them into glucose. Simple carbohydrates are converted by your
body quickly making them great for a fast source of energy however there is usually a fast
decline after. It takes your body a lot longer to convert complex carbohydrates into glucose
making them a much more sustaining source of energy. The reason so many people are afraid of
carbohydrates is because whatever your body doesn’t use gets moved into your fat stores.
Carbohydrates however are not the enemy and are vital for your success.WHAT ARE FATS?Fats
are vital for many of your bodily functions. They are needed for the production of many
hormones in your body and they also help keep your brain and nervous system running
optimally. They are also the most calorically dense out of the three macronutrients – every gram
of fat contains 9 calories!There are four types of fat: Monounsaturated, Polyunsaturated,
Saturated andTrans-fatty acids. The only one you need to avoid is Trans-Fatty acids. These are
fats that have been modified in a lab to ensure a longer shelf life. The body does not know what
to do with them and therefore they can get into your cells and cause damage. They’re most
commonly found in packaged meals and used in many fried foods.How much do you need of



each?Well that depends on your goals!TO BUILD MUSCLE, A GOOD PLACE TO START FROM
IS:Protein = 1.5 grams per pound of bodyweightCarbohydrates = 2 grams per pound of
bodyweightFats = 0.5 grams per pound of bodyweightYou want to be gaining about 0.5 – 1
pound a week. Any more than that and you will be gaining too much fat. If you find you aren’t
gaining weight, increase your calories by around 100-200 calories each week until you reach the
sweet spot. Alternatively if you’re gaining too much, then you want to reduce your calories by
around 100 – 200 each week.TO MAINTAIN MUSCLE, A GOOD PLACE TO START FROM
IS:Protein= 1 gram per pound of bodyweightCarbohydrates = 1 gram per pound of
bodyweightFats = 0.5 grams per pound of bodyweightTO LOSE WEIGHT, A GOOD PLACE TO
START FROM IS:Protein = 2 grams per pound of bodyweightCarbohydrates = 0.5 grams per
pound of bodyweightFats = 1 gram per pound of bodyweightYou want to be losing about 1 – 2
pound a week. Any more than that and you risk losing that hard earned muscle. If you find you
aren’t losing weight, decrease your calories by around 100-200 calories each week until you
reach the sweet spot. Alternatively if you’re losing too much, then you want to increase your
calories by around 100 – 200 each week.CHAPTER 2: THE FUNDAMENTAL PILLARS OF A
MUSCLE BUILDING/FAT BURNING DIETBefore you ask, you won’t need to be a qualified
nutritionist to create your perfect diet. You just need to understand a few simple things:1. What
Protein, Carbohydrates and Fats are and what they’re used for.2. How much you need of each
and what foods you’ll get them from.3. How many calories you need to achieve your goals of
either building muscle or burning fat.WHAT IS PROTEIN?Protein is used by your body for a
number of processes from enzyme and hormone production to ensuring your immune system is
working optimally. The reason why protein is so important in a muscle building diet is because
protein is absolutely critical for muscle growth and repair. Working out and ‘tearing down muscle’
increases your body’s demand for protein. As you build more and more muscle, the more protein
your body will require to repair, grow and maintain that muscle. If you don’t supply your body with
enough protein, it will take it from your muscles causing muscle breakdown. Making sure you get
enough protein is therefore of upmost importance in planning your diet.WHAT ARE
CARBOHYDRATES?Carbohydrates get converted into glucose and then are used by your body
for energy. There are two types of carbohydrates - simple and complex. Simple carbohydrates
are foods like fruit, white rice and sugar. Complex carbohydrates are foods like sweet potatoes,
brown rice and vegetables. Complex carbohydrates tend to be thought of as the better of the
two. The difference between these types of carbohydrates is how long it takes the body to
convert them into glucose. Simple carbohydrates are converted by your body quickly making
them great for a fast source of energy however there is usually a fast decline after. It takes your
body a lot longer to convert complex carbohydrates into glucose making them a much more
sustaining source of energy. The reason so many people are afraid of carbohydrates is because
whatever your body doesn’t use gets moved into your fat stores. Carbohydrates however are not
the enemy and are vital for your success.WHAT ARE FATS?Fats are vital for many of your bodily
functions. They are needed for the production of many hormones in your body and they also



help keep your brain and nervous system running optimally. They are also the most calorically
dense out of the three macronutrients – every gram of fat contains 9 calories!There are four
types of fat: Monounsaturated, Polyunsaturated, Saturated andTrans-fatty acids. The only one
you need to avoid is Trans-Fatty acids. These are fats that have been modified in a lab to ensure
a longer shelf life. The body does not know what to do with them and therefore they can get into
your cells and cause damage. They’re most commonly found in packaged meals and used in
many fried foods.How much do you need of each?Well that depends on your goals!TO BUILD
MUSCLE, A GOOD PLACE TO START FROM IS:Protein = 1.5 grams per pound of
bodyweightCarbohydrates = 2 grams per pound of bodyweightFats = 0.5 grams per pound of
bodyweightYou want to be gaining about 0.5 – 1 pound a week. Any more than that and you will
be gaining too much fat. If you find you aren’t gaining weight, increase your calories by around
100-200 calories each week until you reach the sweet spot. Alternatively if you’re gaining too
much, then you want to reduce your calories by around 100 – 200 each week.TO MAINTAIN
MUSCLE, A GOOD PLACE TO START FROM IS:Protein= 1 gram per pound of
bodyweightCarbohydrates = 1 gram per pound of bodyweightFats = 0.5 grams per pound of
bodyweightTO LOSE WEIGHT, A GOOD PLACE TO START FROM IS:Protein = 2 grams per
pound of bodyweightCarbohydrates = 0.5 grams per pound of bodyweightFats = 1 gram per
pound of bodyweightYou want to be losing about 1 – 2 pound a week. Any more than that and
you risk losing that hard earned muscle. If you find you aren’t losing weight, decrease your
calories by around 100-200 calories each week until you reach the sweet spot. Alternatively if
you’re losing too much, then you want to increase your calories by around 100 – 200 each
week.CHAPTER 3: THE TOP COMMANDMENTS OF GOOD NUTRITIONWhat you put into
your body will either make or break the results you get in the gym. These are rules you must live
by if you want to be successful in your muscle building and fat loss pursuits.1. HAVE PROTEIN
WITH EVERY MEALProtein is vital to your success if building or maintaining muscle mass is
your goal. Aim to have a least 1 source of quality protein with every meal. At a minimum, you
must aim for at least 1 pound of protein per pound of bodyweight.2. THERE MUST BE GREEN
ON THE PLATEVegetables contain so many essential nutrients that you simply can’t get
anywhere else. Aim to have at least 1 serving of vegetables with every meal.3. FAT IS NOT
EVILLet’s get one thing straight; fat will not make you fat. If you want to build muscle and burn fat,
it’s vital that you get enough. As we’ve established, healthy fats are needed for the production of
many hormones in your body including testosterone. The only fats you need to avoid are trans
fats.4. DON’T RELY ON SUPPLEMENTS, EAT ‘REAL’ FOODSupplements are meant to
supplement your diet not make up the bulk of it. Aim to have at least 70% of your diet come from
‘real’ food.5. STICK TO SLOW DIGESTING CARBS MOST OF THE TIME (EXCEPT AROUND
YOUR WORKOUTS)Slow digesting carbohydrates ensure a steady supply of energy and have
less of an impact on your blood sugar levels. Regular consumption of fast digesting carbs has
been linked to an increased risk of diabetes, heart disease and obesity. However after training,
you want to replace your depleted glycogen stores quickly as this can prevent your body



becoming catabolic and keep you in a “muscle building” state. This is why you would want to
consume a fast digesting carbohydrate after your workout.6. DRINK WATER AND LOTS OF ITIt
is absolutely essential to drink enough water. When you don’t get enough, performance can be
severely affected. Therefore try to get in about 3 – 4 litres of pure, clean water per day.Okay so
now you know the science, let’s get cooking!CHAPTER 3: THE TOP COMMANDMENTS OF
GOOD NUTRITIONWhat you put into your body will either make or break the results you get in
the gym. These are rules you must live by if you want to be successful in your muscle building
and fat loss pursuits.1. HAVE PROTEIN WITH EVERY MEALProtein is vital to your success if
building or maintaining muscle mass is your goal. Aim to have a least 1 source of quality protein
with every meal. At a minimum, you must aim for at least 1 pound of protein per pound of
bodyweight.2. THERE MUST BE GREEN ON THE PLATEVegetables contain so many essential
nutrients that you simply can’t get anywhere else. Aim to have at least 1 serving of vegetables
with every meal.3. FAT IS NOT EVILLet’s get one thing straight; fat will not make you fat. If you
want to build muscle and burn fat, it’s vital that you get enough. As we’ve established, healthy
fats are needed for the production of many hormones in your body including testosterone. The
only fats you need to avoid are trans fats.4. DON’T RELY ON SUPPLEMENTS, EAT ‘REAL’
FOODSupplements are meant to supplement your diet not make up the bulk of it. Aim to have at
least 70% of your diet come from ‘real’ food.5. STICK TO SLOW DIGESTING CARBS MOST OF
THE TIME (EXCEPT AROUND YOUR WORKOUTS)Slow digesting carbohydrates ensure a
steady supply of energy and have less of an impact on your blood sugar levels. Regular
consumption of fast digesting carbs has been linked to an increased risk of diabetes, heart
disease and obesity. However after training, you want to replace your depleted glycogen stores
quickly as this can prevent your body becoming catabolic and keep you in a “muscle building”
state. This is why you would want to consume a fast digesting carbohydrate after your workout.6.
DRINK WATER AND LOTS OF ITIt is absolutely essential to drink enough water. When you
don’t get enough, performance can be severely affected. Therefore try to get in about 3 – 4 litres
of pure, clean water per day.Okay so now you know the science, let’s get cooking!CHAPTER 4:
BREAKFASTCHAPTER 4: BREAKFASTCHAPTER 4: BREAKFASTMASS BUILDING SWEET
POTATO PANCAKESStart your day with this quick and easy, delicious protein packed pancake
recipe. It contains all the right ingredients to keep you going and more than enough protein for
your muscles to feast on!Nutritional valueCalories per serving: 451,Protein: 38gCarbs: 74gFat:
9gIngredients• 1 medium sized sweet potato• 1 egg• 4 egg whites• 100g fat-free Greek yogurt•
40g of oats• 1 tsp cinnamon• 1 tsp vanilla extract• 1 tsp of honey• Handful of diced strawberries•
Handful of blueberriesHow to make:Rinse sweet potato under cold water for a couple of
seconds and then pierce it with a fork several times and place it in the microwave until soft
(about 8 minutes).After let it cool down before removing all skin with a knife.Put the oats into a
blender and blend until they are a fine powder, then place into a bowl.Place the sweet potato in
the blender and blend until smooth, and then mix with the powdered oats.Add the egg, egg
whites, vanilla, cinnamon, honey and yogurt and stir well. This is now your pancake batter.Spray



a pan with cooking spray and place over medium heat. Pour roughly a quarter of the batter into
the pan and cook for 1-2 minutes.Flip the pancake and cook for another 30 seconds. Once
done, remove your tasty pancake and top with the berries. Use the same method for the rest of
your batter.MASS BUILDING SWEET POTATO PANCAKESStart your day with this quick and
easy, delicious protein packed pancake recipe. It contains all the right ingredients to keep you
going and more than enough protein for your muscles to feast on!Nutritional valueCalories per
serving: 451,Protein: 38gCarbs: 74gFat: 9gIngredients• 1 medium sized sweet potato• 1 egg• 4
egg whites• 100g fat-free Greek yogurt• 40g of oats• 1 tsp cinnamon• 1 tsp vanilla extract• 1 tsp
of honey• Handful of diced strawberries• Handful of blueberriesHow to make:Rinse sweet potato
under cold water for a couple of seconds and then pierce it with a fork several times and place it
in the microwave until soft (about 8 minutes).After let it cool down before removing all skin with a
knife.Put the oats into a blender and blend until they are a fine powder, then place into a
bowl.Place the sweet potato in the blender and blend until smooth, and then mix with the
powdered oats.Add the egg, egg whites, vanilla, cinnamon, honey and yogurt and stir well. This
is now your pancake batter.Spray a pan with cooking spray and place over medium heat. Pour
roughly a quarter of the batter into the pan and cook for 1-2 minutes.Flip the pancake and cook
for another 30 seconds. Once done, remove your tasty pancake and top with the berries. Use
the same method for the rest of your batter.Rinse sweet potato under cold water for a couple of
seconds and then pierce it with a fork several times and place it in the microwave until soft
(about 8 minutes). After let it cool down before removing all skin with a knife.Put the oats into a
blender and blend until they are a fine powder, then place into a bowl. Place the sweet potato in
the blender and blend until smooth, and then mix with the powdered oats. Add the egg, egg
whites, vanilla, cinnamon, honey and yogurt and stir well. This is now your pancake batter. Spray
a pan with cooking spray and place over medium heat. Pour roughly a quarter of the batter into
the pan and cook for 1-2 minutes. Flip the pancake and cook for another 30 seconds. Once
done, remove your tasty pancake and top with the berries. Use the same method for the rest of
your batter.BRAWNY BREAKFAST BURRITOAdd a bit spice to your life with this Mexican
inspired burrito. Contains great sources of protein, healthy fats and fibre to ensure you’re
building muscle the lean way.Nutritional valueCalories per serving: 302Protein: 25gCarbs:
19gFat: 16gIngredients• 2 eggs• 50ml of low fat milk• 25g of black beans• 50g of low fat cheese•
Handful of chopped red peppers• 1 tsp of chopped coriander• 1 tbsp of salsa• ½ tsp of
cuminHow to make:Add the milk, eggs and cumin to a bowl and whisk together.Spray pan with
cooking spray and place over medium heat. Add the mixture to the pan.After roughly 2 – 3
minutes, add the low fat cheese, chopped red peppers and black beans to the omelette.Once
added fold the omelette in half and let it cook through (1-2 minutes).Remove from pan and serve
with the salsa and coriander.BRAWNY BREAKFAST BURRITOAdd a bit spice to your life with
this Mexican inspired burrito. Contains great sources of protein, healthy fats and fibre to ensure
you’re building muscle the lean way.Nutritional valueCalories per serving: 302Protein: 25gCarbs:
19gFat: 16gIngredients• 2 eggs• 50ml of low fat milk• 25g of black beans• 50g of low fat cheese•



Handful of chopped red peppers• 1 tsp of chopped coriander• 1 tbsp of salsa• ½ tsp of
cuminHow to make:Add the milk, eggs and cumin to a bowl and whisk together.Spray pan with
cooking spray and place over medium heat. Add the mixture to the pan.After roughly 2 – 3
minutes, add the low fat cheese, chopped red peppers and black beans to the omelette.Once
added fold the omelette in half and let it cook through (1-2 minutes).Remove from pan and serve
with the salsa and coriander.Add the milk, eggs and cumin to a bowl and whisk together. Spray
pan with cooking spray and place over medium heat. Add the mixture to the pan.After roughly 2
– 3 minutes, add the low fat cheese, chopped red peppers and black beans to the
omelette.Once added fold the omelette in half and let it cook through (1-2 minutes).Remove
from pan and serve with the salsa and coriander.SUPER SCRAMBLED TURKEY BACON
EGGS ON TOASTMix up your boring egg based breakfasts with this delicious recipe. Eggs are a
great source of complete protein as they contain all eight amino acids.Nutritional value(Serves
2)Calories per serving: 299Protein: 22gCarbs: 35gFat: 8gIngredients• 6 egg whites• 3 slices of
turkey bacon• 2 slices of Ezekiel or wholemeal bread• Handful of chopped onion• Handful of
chopped yellow peppers• Handful of chopped white mushrooms• 1 tsp of garlic powder• 1 tsp of
dried parsley• 1 tsp of olive oilHow to make:Spray pan with cooking spray and place over
medium/high heat. Add the chopped onions, chopped yellow peppers and white mushrooms
and cook until soft.In a different pan, cook the turkey bacon.Add the egg whites and garlic
powder to the pan with the veggies and 1tsp of olive oil and scramble until the eggs become
firm.Toast the Ezekiel bread.Break up the turkey bacon and add to the scrambled eggsPlate up
and serve scrambled eggs and turkey bacon on bread, sprinkled with the fresh parsley.Add salt
and pepper as required.SUPER SCRAMBLED TURKEY BACON EGGS ON TOASTMix up your
boring egg based breakfasts with this delicious recipe. Eggs are a great source of complete
protein as they contain all eight amino acids.Nutritional value(Serves 2)Calories per serving:
299Protein: 22gCarbs: 35gFat: 8gIngredients• 6 egg whites• 3 slices of turkey bacon• 2 slices of
Ezekiel or wholemeal bread• Handful of chopped onion• Handful of chopped yellow peppers•
Handful of chopped white mushrooms• 1 tsp of garlic powder• 1 tsp of dried parsley• 1 tsp of
olive oilHow to make:Spray pan with cooking spray and place over medium/high heat. Add the
chopped onions, chopped yellow peppers and white mushrooms and cook until soft.In a
different pan, cook the turkey bacon.Add the egg whites and garlic powder to the pan with the
veggies and 1tsp of olive oil and scramble until the eggs become firm.Toast the Ezekiel
bread.Break up the turkey bacon and add to the scrambled eggsPlate up and serve scrambled
eggs and turkey bacon on bread, sprinkled with the fresh parsley.Add salt and pepper as
required.Spray pan with cooking spray and place over medium/high heat. Add the chopped
onions, chopped yellow peppers and white mushrooms and cook until soft.In a different pan,
cook the turkey bacon.Add the egg whites and garlic powder to the pan with the veggies and
1tsp of olive oil and scramble until the eggs become firm.Toast the Ezekiel bread. Break up the
turkey bacon and add to the scrambled eggsPlate up and serve scrambled eggs and turkey
bacon on bread, sprinkled with the fresh parsley. Add salt and pepper as required.
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I thought the e-book is very informative. The recipes cover all areas of meats, vegetables, and
even self-made protein shakes. I also liked the quick selection area of the book to get to the
recipes quicker but reading through and understanding how your micros and macros work for
you to get the results you want is helpful as well. Overall this is a good book for anyone that is
trying to figure out what to eat during your workout journey.”

Iylia, “80% of Bodybuilding is right here. Anyone who is familiar with fitness knows very well or
should be aware that a great physique is made in the kitchen. Based on the Pareto principle, it is
safe to say that 80% of an individual’s fitness results is based on 20% of the work and most of
that 20% is from an individual’s nutrition. Therefore, this is what this book focuses on. It provides
the reader with an array of nutritious recipes that a person requires to build rock solid and lean
muscles. Failure to eat right will definitely mean failure in achieving one’s fitness goals.”

Jennifer, “Nice variety of recipies. More than just a cookbook, this book provides information on
the basics; which was super helpful. Most of the recipes were easy to follow and simple, though I
made some substitutions on a few to make them cleaner. If you're looking for variety beyond
chicken and rice, then this a nice cookbook to add to your collection.”

Steve Mark, “Great Recipes!!. This book has a lot of good recipes that are good for body building
and very yummy. The recipes are easy to prepare and as such I can say I was able to get the
ones I tried quite easily. I highly recommend this book for all that want to try out something new,
you will be glad you did.”

Christina, “This book will help you reach your bodybuilding goals.. I really loved reading The
Bodybuilding Cookbook. As someone who doesn't LOVE meat, I found tons of tasty recipes in
order to help me put on muscle, which is my main goal right now. I especially liked the



introduction of the book where the author explains the reasoning behind many bodybuilding
principles, such as the importance of drinking 3-4 litres of water per day as well as the role that
supplements should play in any gainer's game plan.If your goal is to build, cut, or maintain, then
I highly recommend downloading this book. Can't wait to try the recipes!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent!. Great book, lots of good, clean recipes (makes prep a helluva
lot easier), and it's all metric - can't be doing with this "cup" malarky as not accurate enough!
Definitely worth adding to your cookery book collection!”

MikeSituation, “(KINDLE VERSION) Good cook book for muscle building meals. This book has
some great ideas for muscle building meals to put into practice. No illustrations but the recipes
are very easy to follow and the book also has some nutritional information which helps.”

Zeus, “Great book. Brilliant book ignore the negative reviews I have already thought that all of the
recipes are great. And the conversion chart is brilliant at the back because I have brought other
books tailored for people who dont know what they are doing. Because I have been advised by a
professional to gain weight.”

The book by Jason Farley has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 315 people have provided feedback.

CHAPTER 1: MUSCLE IS WON OR LOST IN THE KITCHEN CHAPTER 2: THE
FUNDAMENTAL PILLARS OF A MUSCLE BUILDING/FAT BURNING DIET CHAPTER 3: THE
TOP COMMANDMENTS OF GOOD NUTRITION CHAPTER 4: BREAKFAST MASS BUILDING
SWEET POTATO PANCAKES BRAWNY BREAKFAST BURRITO SUPER SCRAMBLED
TURKEY BACON EGGS ON TOAST BANANA AND ALMOND MUSCLE OATMEAL PROTEIN
POWERED PANCAKES TURKEY MUSCLE OMELETTE AESTHETIC ASPARAGUS FRITTATA
POWER PROTEIN WAFFLES SCRAMBLED EGGS WITH SPINACH CHAPTER 5: CHICKEN
AND POULTRY BRAWNY CHICKEN & CHORIZO JAMBALAYA ANABOLIC JERK CHICKEN
AND BROWN RICE LAZY CHICKEN AND EGG STIR FRY POWER PESTO CHICKEN PASTA
MUSCLE MOROCCAN CHICKEN CASSEROLE SPICY CHICKEN TRAY-BAKE HEALTHY
TURKEY BURGERS TURKEY MEATBALL FIESTA ANABOLIC RATATOUILLE CHICKEN
BRAWNY CHICKEN CHASSEUR AESTHETIC TOMATO AND OLIVE PAN-FRIED CHICKEN
CHICKEN BRAWN BURGER TASTY TURKEY BAGEL DICED CHICKEN WITH EGG
NOODLES HONEY GLAZED GROWTH CHICKEN MIGHTY MEXICAN CHICKEN STEW
SPICY CAJUN CHICKEN WITH GUACAMOLE MUSCLE CHICKEN CACCIATORE CHAPTER
6: RED MEAT AND PORK TASTY BEEF BROCCOLI STIR FRY ANABOLIC PORK SOUP
POWER PORK FRUIT TRAY MUSCLE BUILDING STEAK & SWEET POTATO FRIES
ORIENTAL BEEF MUSCLE STIR-FRY BULK-UP LAMB CURRY & PEANUT STEW BRAWNY
BEEF FAJITAS MIGHTY LAMB CASSEROLE STEAK & CHEESE MUSCLE CLUB MASS
GAINING LAMB FLATBREAD SUPER STEAK WITH SPICY RICE & BEANS MUSCLE MINT



LAMB STEAKS SUPER LAMB STEAKS WITH MEDITERRANEAN VEG STRENGTH AND
MASS MEATLOAF FARLEY’S MUSCLE BUILDING CHILLI CON CARNE BRAWNY BEEF
SANDWICHES CHAPTER 7: FISH & SEAFOOD PROTEIN PACKED PAELLA MUSCLE
MACKEREL AND SPICY COUSCOUS COD AND VEG LEMONY SALMON STRENGTHENING
SUB-CONTINENTAL SARDINES MIGHTY TUNA MELTS RUSTIC SCALLOPS WITH
CORIANDER AND LIME TRAINING TILAPIA IN THAI SAUCE TANGY TROUT STEAMY
WORKOUT FISH MUSCLE BUILDING SARDINES ON TOAST TASTY TUNA, BROCCOLI &
CAULIFLOWER PASTA BAKE BRAWNY BAKED HADDOCK WITH SPINACH AND PEA
RISOTTO SUPER HUMAN SEA BASS WITH SIZZLING SPICES JOCK’S JACKET POTATO
WITH TUNA CHAPTER 8: SALADS ANABOLIC AVOCADO AND CHICKEN SALAD TUNA,
SPINACH & QUINOA SALAD ROASTED BEETROOT, GOATS’ CHEESE & EGG SALAD SPICY
MEXICAN BEAN STEW THE SAILOR SALAD SIZZLING SALMON SALAD HERBY TUNA
STEAK MEDITERRANEAN SUPER SALAD MUSCLE BUILDING STEAK & CHEESE SALAD
HUNKED UP HALLOUMI STRENGTH CHICKEN AND SESAME SALAD CHAPTER 9: SIDES
SWEET POTATO WEDGES HOT & SPICY BUTTERNUT SQUASH FRUITY NUTTY QUINOA
RICE & PEAS MUSCLE RICE SALAD LEMON AND MOROCCAN MINT COUSCOUS
MUSHROOM RISOTTO SWEDE AND CARROT MASH UP MUSTARDY CAULIFLOWER
CHEESE CHAPTER 10: HOMEMADE PROTEIN SHAKES JASON’S HOMEMADE MASS
GAINER CHOCOLATE PEANUT DELIGHT BERRY PROTEIN SHAKE FRESH STRAWBERRY
SHAKE CHOCO COFFEE ENERGY SHAKE LEAN AND MEAN PINEAPPLE SHAKE
CHOPPED ALMOND SMOOTHIE VANILLA STRAWBERRY SURPRISE BREAKFAST BANANA
SHAKE PEACHY PUNCH BLACKBERRY BRAWN NO WHEY! CARIBBEAN CRUSH
CHOCOLATE & RASPBERRY BANG CINNAMON SURPRISE PUMPKIN POWER CHAPTER
11: DESSERTS POWER PARFAIT GREEK YOGURT WITH HONEY AND BERRIES COTTAGE
CHEESECAKE JASON’S PEANUT PROTEIN BARS BANANA PROTEIN PUDDING
CONVERSION CHARTS BONUS CONTENT: THE FAST AND FRESH BODYBUILDING
COOKBOOK MEAL PLANS (100% FREE)
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